
Stephen Parker

2 Grove Street

Spring Hill

2800

Until recently living at:

1-71- Dunstaffnage Road

Browns Creek

2799

Environmental assessment for Flyers CreekWind Farm (MP08 02520)

I object to the the project because :

When the property was purchased in 2001, there was no mention of an industrial

development in the next paddock . On the contrary, the peaceful serenity was pushed as

a positive point.

Quite significant conversations with the vendor (and neighbour) , even after purchase ,

offered no clue as to the intent to site the industry close by.

I sold the property recently, due to the non partisan unfair method of negotiation methods

of the turbine company and local host participants.(downright despotic mindset on their

part)

The many points of conjecture are being tabled daily , by people living too close to the

proposed development , but the governments of the day are in thrall of the dollars and

feel good spin of the turbine companies.

The NEGOTIATION process has been NON EXISTENT, and the winners(money makers ) are

disregarding the health and amenity detractions of the industrial development in a peaceful

ruralsetting.

This area has an excellent dollar for acre return for the nation as it is . and should not be

penalised just for being successful .

Many residents chose this area due to the climate and distance from the big smoke. How far

are they expected to travel to attain the tree change life they require.

Decentralisation , l'm old enough to remember it as a touted principle of state governments

, will get a kick in the guts if punters can't rely on a better life , when shifting out of choked

cities.

There is no objection to wind factories as such , but the siting of the items needs much more

thought.
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. lnvestigations require more priority before factories are built.

Steve Parker.


